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Frage (öffentlich)
How do you request or renew the Amazon MWS Token?

Lösung (öffentlich)
Amazon requires authentication to transfer data via magnalister. Please enter
the respective
keys for „Merchant ID“, „Marketplace ID“ and „MWS Token“.
You can request these keys through the relevant Amazon marketplace, you wish
to
connect.
Please make sure, you are using the Seller Central Professional plan, to be
able to upload
items via Amazon API.
Important note:
Authorization expiration dates will be set to one year from the initial
authorization date of your
MWS token. Starting one month before the expiration date, you will receive
weekly email
reminders and Seller Central notifications to take action. You will are
required to review your
expiring developer authorization in Seller Central, and to renew the
authorization. If you do not
take action the authorization token will be deactivated on the expiration
date. When an
authorization expires, the authorization token is deactivated but not
invalidated. This means that
you can renew an expired authorization which will reinstate the developer
access.
The renewal of an authorization resets the expiration date to one year from
the date of renewal.
If you forget to renew your MWS token, magnalister will be unable to
synchronize prices and
stock, also order imports are not possible.
Please make sure to renew your authorization token in time to avoid any
trouble with your
buyers and/or Amazon by following these 4 easy steps:
Here is how you request or renew the Amazon MWS Token:
Step 1:
Please choose the relevant Amazon marketplace you would like to activate.
Step 2:
Hover over „Settings“ and go to „User permissions“ and choose „Visit Manage
Your Apps“.
Step 3:
If magnalister has not yet been authorised:
Choose "Authorise new developer" and proceed with Step 4.
If magnalister has has already been authorised and you simply want to renew
the token:
Now please click the "Renew" button. The MWS Token will be renewed
automatically and you may
ignore Stop 4 and 5.
Step 4:
Follow the instructions in the Amazon MWS Wizard and apply all relevent
information
when asked.
For european Amazon marketplaces:
Name of Application: magnalister
Account Number: 4141-0616-7444
For Amazon USA marketplace:
Name of Application: magnalister-us
Account Number: 8260-4311-6738
Step 5:
Copy and paste „Merchant ID“, „Marketplace ID“ and „MWS Token“ from Amazon
into the credentials in magnalister configuration.
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